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Jonah Steel has fallen in love with Melanie Carmichael but refuses to make a commitment until he

has solved the mystery of his family's past. A new threat has surfaced, and he needs to eliminate it.

Melanie loves Jonah but has yet to surrender completely to his needs. Still, she wants a promise

that he can't yet make. While the ghosts of her past still hover around her, she joins him on his

quest for answers. Together, they vow to find the truth. But the deeper they dig, the more danger

they uncover...
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Wow! I've reviewed this for United Indie Book Blog. I love reading Helen Hardt books. This is the

next chapter for Jonah and Melanie. It will not disappoint you at all. It will keep you reading until the

end and then you can't wait to read the next book about Ryan. This series will keep you guessing

everyone you meet. I highly recommend this series. It's a MUST HAVE! Keep up the awesome

work!

This one is the final book in Jonah and Melanie's story and it's AMAZING!! I just love how this

storyline has progressed and I enjoy each one more and more. These definitely aren't standalones

and you need to start with Craving. I so enjoy seeing each of the Steel brothers find love and get

through the twists and turns that are thrown at them.



The conclusion of Melanie Jonah's story does not disappoint. In addition to their scorching love life,

the puzzle pieces are starting to come together. Slowly...and there are a whopper of surprises here

dealing with Ryan and their father...I won't spoil it, but it had me reading with my mouth open,

internally saying "whaaaat?" If you haven't started this series yet, you gotta start today! These

brothers are delicious and I can't wait to read Ryan's story and finally solve the mystery.

We are pulled in and there are secrets revealed in the first few chapters. I found myself picking my

brain for bits of information from the previous books so that I could connect all the dots (my lines are

not connected yet). Just when I thought I was making sense, another secret would come to light as

well as a few mysteries added.Jonah and Melanie are amazing and their growth in this book, both

separately and together is wonderful. The sex scenes are beyond HOT! We learn a little more about

Joes "dark side", which I don't think is all that dark! I just love these 2 together! They are so good for

one another.I don't want to reveal details in the story, it's good and everyone needs to get the same

thrill I felt while reading it. We have a little resolution, a couple more secrets revealed, a little

potential foreshadowing (maybe I'm reading more into it than there is, I guess we'll see), we have

some love and happiness, a jumbo pinch of crazy and a very big cliffhanger! This one is everything

you expect from Helen Hardt's - Steel Brothers and more and I can barely wait for Ryan's first book

in August!!

Another hit for Helen Hardt. This story is so fast paced , there is never a dull moment. Jonah and

Melanie take us on another step on The journey to discovering why Talon was taken . This book is

filled with suspense and drama . you learn more of the story and more of the truth . the whole time

you are trying to guess what will they uncover next . I can't wait for the next book

I want patiently on each book to take this journey with this family. My heart bleeds for Talon with

each book. He went through so much so young and every lead only leads to more questions. I am

happy to see Jonah and Melanie getting a HEA. They are so good together and adding in a baby

will be good for them. Anxious to get the next book that will begin Ryan's journey.

Wow, wow, triple wow! This book was filled with plot twists and turns around every corner, woven in

ways that were gripping on both emotional and suspenseful levels. I really loved the new

depths--literally--that were added to Joe and Melanie's relationship, as well--and kudos to Ms. Hardt

for dealing with Jonah's need for dominance in an honest, realistic way. Additionally, I loved how



these two worked together to help solve the larger mystery, realizing early on that they were

stronger as a unit. This meant they had to trust each other beyond their comfort boundaries--sort of

like what happens in a real-life relationship!--and to push through their own insecurities to become

stronger because of it. True love doesn't always make you invincible, but it does make you

stronger--and I'm so happy that theme was embraced so beautifully in this book. Wonderfully done!

Oh the drama continues, there is so much suspense, unknown, surprising of turn of events,

directions not expected, hold on for a most exciting, interesting journey for Melanie and Jonah and

the rest of the Steels!!! Totally you will be amazed, couldn't stop reading! Loved it!
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